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radiopop screenshot attached; i’ve asked schulze & webb for a photo of olinda, which I shall forward if and when it comes

) 

THE INTERNET COLUMN
by Giles Turnbull

Radio is alive and well and doing very on the internet, thank you very much.

The BBC's experimental Radiopop site (www.radiopop.co.uk) shows where radio is heading - away from the plastic clock radio on your bedside table, and towards a distributed online community that's on every connected device you own.

Sign up to Radiopop (it's free and only takes a second) and you can start listening to all the BBC's radio stations there and then, in your web browser. The difference is that Radiopop automatically remembers everything you've listened to, and when you listened to it. 

And when you're listening to something you really like, you can "pop" it, by clicking a single button. It's a way of saying that you like what you hear, and you want to flag it up for others to see.

That's the other clever thing about Radiopop. If your friends all sign up, you can connect your listening list with theirs; everyone can see what everyone else is listening to, and what they're "popping" as good stuff.

And because everything's available for seven days after it was broadcast via the Listen Again service, you can browse your pals' pops and listen to them when it suits you.

The only trouble with Radiopop is that, right now, you can't use it from your bog standard kitchen radio. The Radiopoppers are working on that though - there's a prototype digital radio called Olinda, developed by geniuses at Schulze and Webb (see is.gd/2qsv), which might one day turn all radios into radiopops.

+ Got an idea +

As part of its 10th birthday celebrations, Google has started a new project called "10 to the 100" (www.project10tothe100.com). 

In short, it's a competition for ideas. Good ideas that will help people - sounds vague, but the whole thing has been deliberately left vague to encourage creativity in the submissions. The best ideas will get a slice of $10 million that Google has set aside to make them happen. So if you’ve had an idea that you think could change the world, but you don’t know how to make it happen, perhaps you should get in touch. Submissions must be in by October 20th.

+ A better way to print +

Isn’t it a pain when you try to print out a web page, but what comes out of your printer is nothing but a garbled mess of text and pictures, half of it advertising that you didn’t need to see anyway? Print What You Like is here to help: www.printwhatyoulike.com. From there you can load up any web page you want to print, and it chops the page up into chunks that you select. Only the bits you’ve chosen will be printed when you press the button. Save paper, save time, save your sanity. It’s a free service, too.

+ Take a Tikitag +

Take a Tikitag (www.tikitag.com) and tote it till you tumble upon tat that needs tagging. Touch your tagged toy on the Tikitag and tinker with the technology. Test it, be tenacious. The Tikitag triggers telecommunication over the internets. Sounds tedious, perhaps, but teenagers take it to heart. Tempted?

+ Browsing around ... the economic crisis +

:: This is Money, well actually it’s a web site but you get the idea
www.thisismoney.co.uk

:: Sad guys on trading floors
sadguysontradingfloors.tumblr.com

:: Some people are blaming the BBC’s Robert Peston
www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/robertpeston/

:: The Money Saving Expert has some top tips
www.moneysavingexpert.com/

:: Economist Mark Thoma has his own opinions
economistsview.typepad.com/economistsview/

:: The International Monetary Fund’s predictions are gloomy
imf.org


+ Thing of the week +

Pens: a strange addiction
http://penaddiction.blogspot.com/

+ Giles Turnbull has a web site at gilest.org +

ENDS



